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GAME PROFILE• •IpZlg: Reality asaGame
The spring 1813 campaign of Napoleon is a
superb example of the greatness and failure of
Napoleon himself. A discussion of this
campaign in a simulations context will illustrate
the possibilities of Napoleonic concentration,
the shortcomings of Napoleon as a general,
and the "feel" of the game Leipzig.

Much of the situation described in the game
set-up took place before the opening moves of
the game of Leipzig. Napoleon had just lost his
shirt in Russia. Much of his prestige was in
shadow, his allies, especially Prussia and
Austria, were far less committed than any
dictator would like. In fact, Prussia soon
became an active enemy, and Austria became
a hostile neutral, just waiting for a sign of
weakness on the part of Napoleon to strike.
Napoleon naively thought that since the
Emperor of Austria was his wife's father,
Austria would continue to back him. But
women, including Napoleon's new empress,
are sometimes thought to be spoils of war.

Eugene, the Viceroy of Italy, was the
commander of French forces while Napoleon
scraped up another army in France. He was
beset by one disaster after another. The major
disaster was the defection of Yorck, who had
commanded the left wing in the push into
Russia. He had an almost untouched force,
and when he began threatening the left wing
of the French, he forced them to abandon
Danzig and retreat to the left bank of the Elbe,
where we find them at the outset of Leipzig.
Yorck, by the way, was originally English and
English writers are fond of spelling his name
York.

Eugene is seldom given his due. He was no
experienced general, yet he managed to hold
the French together, along with whatever
petty German state's troops he had
responsibility for: At least he was -better than
Miloradovich. Meanwhile, back in France,
Napoleon mobilized reservists, youths, and
draft evaders into some semblance of order,
and set off on another campaign. When asked
about the tender age of many of his recruits,
Napoleon retorted with a classic that
adequately summed up his views on human
worth in warfare: "A boy can stop a bullet as
well as a man."

Napoleon's new force had severe difficulties.
The most serious was a crippling lack of
cavalry. Cavalry is supposedly the hardest of all
arms to train. To make matters worse, French
horses were less able to stand the rigors of the
campaign than breeds of other nations.
Consequently the French were never able to
adequately scout their opponents during this
campaign, and were unable to trap their
opponents or exploit French victories.
Before the historical analysis is started, a
word about the accompanying diagrams is in
order. Three diagrams are included. Each is
identified by the exact date and approximate

by Phil Neuscheler

Game-Turn, in the Leipzig Spring Scenario.
In each case the player to move is indicated.
Battles are indicated in insets to the first two
maps. Situations occuring before 25 April 1813
and after 6 June 1813 are not shown. Each
diagram is a portion of the actual gameboard
of Leipzig and all units represented are pieces
from the game. By following the concentration
and movement of pieces in the diagrams, a

player can see how simulation equates
historical reality. In any actual game, historical
movements will probably not be duplicated,
but a game will come into better perspective if
historical moves are understood. It is especially
interesting to note that only two major battles
were fought and that actual moves rarely made
use of forced marches. Diagrams show moves
6, 10 and 12 of "the real game." A good idea of

(continued on page 61
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Leipzig is one of the older and more
popular Simulations games and so
has gone through several versions
of game components. The latest is
the addition of color to the second
version of the second edition.
Rivers are now shown in dark blue
and the French regroupment area
(in case of an armistice) is in light
blue. The 22x29" mapsheet depicts
the central European theatre where
the major campaigns of 1813 took
place, from Berlin to Prague,
Bavaria to Poland. The game scale
is grand tactical: each hex
represents 10 kilometres, each
game turn a week.

The 255 die-cut counters for Leipzig
include all units and leaders of the
original campaign, ranging from
Napoleon who can add 25 Combat
Points to any army he accompanies,
to Miloradovitch who can only add
one. Units combine in a pattern
that reflects the trade-off between
mobility and concentration. Thus,
two 2-5's become one 5-4, and
three 5-4's become one 18-2.

Leipzig's rules are type-set on a
22x14" single-folded sheet. They
form Simulation's basic Napoleonic
game system. Jim Dunnigan
contributes to Leipzig the most
extensive historical commentary in
any Designer's Notes.
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-
the physical layout of the game can also be
seen in the diagrams. Those readers who are
unlucky enough to not have a copy of the
game may take heart in knowing that Leipzig
now has a two-color map which shows the

KEY TO MAPS

The three diagrams in this article show the Spring
Campaign of 1813, in terms of the game Leipzig.
French units are depicted in italic type, French leader
units are represented by their identification number
in a circle. Allied units are shown in regular type and
Allied leader's identification numbers are in boxes.

FRENCH
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II •••• Allied Movement-+ French Movement

French regroupment area in case of armistice
in light blue (this was introduced with the
second printing of the second edition).
At the outset of this campaign, Napoleon
anticipated a quick march across Prussia to

Danzig. This march would have cut both
Prussian and Russian supply lines and forced
both armies to retreat. Napoleon could have
then wheeled to face his enemies using Danzig
as a supply base. He anticipated a strategic

DIAGRAM 1: Concentration for the battle
of Lutzen: initial position 30 April 1813. In

terms of Leipzig it is Game-Turn 6 with
Allies to move first.



victory at this point, and a speedy end to the
campaign. Austria would not have entered the
fray because of the hopelessness of the Allied
position. Here one gets an idea of the ability of
Napoleon's army to force march. Although the

march was never undertaken, Napoleon
thought it could be done, which is some
indication of its realism. The march would have
been done in 20 days according to his
calculations. In game terms, this means that all

7

units would have had to march 18 hexes per
turn, and the march would have ended on
game turn 5 with most of the French forces off
the east edge of the map. It was anticipated
that Berlin would be captured and French

FORCED MARCH DICE

It's more profitable to use the triple
movement table than the double move-
ment table in Leipzig if you're willing to
take the risk. This sounds contradictory at
first, but let's dig deeper. There are three
ways of marching in Leipzig: -cautiously,
slightly aggressively, and aggressively. If
you're cautious, you don't force march
unless you have a supply counter to use, If
you're aggressive, you use the triple table,
and take a definite amount of risk. If you're
not willing to take that much risk, you use
the double table and move slightly slower.
The risks aren't that different, though, with
a single notable exception which will bear
closer looking into later.

I'll start out by showing how you can check
up on my figures. Look at the Triple
Allowance Forced March Table. On the
second die roll (assuming you rolled a 1,
you notice that there are two chances out
of six to get home free, three chances of
getting a D (dispersal) and one chance of
being destroyed by an X. Now three
chances out of six means Y, the time, you
can reasonably expect to get a D result.
Everybody knows that Y, is the same thing
as 50%. And so it goes; 2 chances is 2/6 or
1/3 which equals 33%, and 1/6 is 16.7%.
(I've rounded out the fractions.) Simple,
isn't it. It's also tedious, so I've worked up a
table to show massed percentages. Don't
let those numbers confuse you - that's
what this article is trying to avoid.

Just looking at the Forced March Table
without any thought, might just be the
most confusing thing around. If you just
look at lines 1 and 3, you get the same
impression that I got at first - the
impression that trying for a triple is self
defeating in an unacceptable number of
cases. It isn't really that bad. As an
example, say you wanted to move twice as
fast in order to accomplish something, and
could really put your opponent in a bind if
you could move three times as fast as
normal. You could just look at the triple
table and sigh, settling for the double table,
or use up one of your (too few) supply
counters to accomplish the move. But now
look at the second line of the table of
percentages. You can see that double
movement on the triples table gives you a
50-50 chance of moving twice as fast.
That's better than the doubles table! True,
you have a better chance of being
eliminated, but how important is it to move
fast, anyway? It might be worth the risk.
And suppose you come up with a "D".
You're still one normal Movement
Allowance beyond a unit moving at regular
speed when the dispersed unit resumes
ordinary status. That might be worth the
risk itself.

Looking at the other lines of the table, the
second throw possibilities are analysed. On
the triples table, the chances of a "X" or a
"D" are slightly better than on the doubles

table. But the point is, they are better, if
only by a fraction of a percent. Casinos
throughout the world make their money on
fractions of a percent. The most important
thing is, though, that using the triples table
allows you 50% of the time to choose
whether to take another risk After you've
moved as far as the doubles table could
possibly allow you to go, and you don't
have to take the risk over again, you can
stay put. Once again, take a larger risk, and

get a larger reward if luck is with you. Of
course, if that lady is not smiling on you
while you play forced march dice, all the
analysis anyone can make won't prevent
your demise without a battle. The tables are
a reasonable balance of risk and reward. So
if you always get fives on the triple table,
and get a six the first time you try the
doubles, you might as well start moving at
a more Ie i surely pace. that is, if you have
any units left to move.

% CHANCES FOR RESULT:

• D • or D** X

1. Double Mvt Table as a whole 36 39 75 25

2. Double Mvt on triple table 50 16.7 66.7 33.3

3. Triple Mvt Table as a whole 8.3 41.7 50 50

4. Double Mvt Table, first throw 3 16.5 66 82.5 16.5

5. Double Mvt Table, first throw 4 0 66.7 66.7 33.3

6. Triple Mvt Table, first throw 1 33.3 50* 83.3 16.7

7. Triple Mvt Table, first throw 2 16.7 50* 66.7 33.3

8. Triple Mvt Table, first throw 3 0 50* 50 50

*Dispersal in effect after unit has moved 3 **Simply first and second columns added'
times normal rate, the situation referred together - included to give survivai com-
to in the text parison.

Forced March Tables

Double Allowance Triple Allowance
(All units) (I nfantry only)

1st 1st
Die Roll 2nd Die Roll Die Roll 2nd Die Roll

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 • 1 L • • D D D X

2 • 2 M • D D D X X

3 J • D D D D X 3 N D D D X X X

4 K D D D D X X 4 D

5 D 5 X

6 X 6 X
-

Example: 2-5 unit attempts to triple its Allow-
ance by force march, unit moves ten Move-
ment Points first, and then rolls die for the
Triple Allowance table. Die roll is "2"; Player
has option of not completing march, or rolling
for the subsidiary M table. Player rolls again,
obtaining a "4," and unit completes march,
but is dispersed at end.

Explanation of results:

.: no effect; unit may finish remainder of
march.

0: unit dispersed after completing march.

X: unit destroyed.

J,K,L,M,N: unit has option of not completing
march, or of rolling die again to attempt to
complete march.
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forces then in various fortresses and fortified
camps would have been relieved and included
in the French main force. This plan was never
adopted because of the lack of French cavalry,
the poor supply position of the French, the
actions of the Allies, and perhaps because
Napoleon, after seeing first hand the condition
of his raw troops, decided it was, after all,
impossible.

As the campaign started, French forces
concentrated in the vicinity of Gotha where we
find them in the historical set-up situation of
the Spring game. It must be remembered that
both sides were still mobilizing during the
entire spring 1813 campaign. Thus, despite
heavy losses on both sides, armies in the field
were larger at the Armistice than at the
beginning of the campaign. The French started
out with 137,000 men and had 154,000 men at
the Armistice. The Allies started with 73,000
men and had grown to 95,000 men by 2 June,
not counting the Austrians, who were then
mobilizing. All figures in this article are
approximate and vary according towhose lies
they are based upon.

The French lack of cavalry was felt early in the
first battle when Blucher's outposts were only
a few miles from Ney on the day before the
battle, but were not spotted by the French.
Napoleon was advancing rather blindly on
Leipzig for want of anything better to do when
he was hit on his right flank by the combined
Prussian-Russian army. Leipzig itself was only
screened by a single division of Prussians
under Kleist. Napoleon was near Leipzig with
three corps and the Guard. He believed that
the main Allied force was there. When
unexpectedly attacked, Ney occupied the
small villages in front of the town of Lutzen
and held them tenaciously, stalling the Allied
thrust but taking great losses. This gave the
main French force time to concentrate at the
battlefield, and Napoleon won a tactical
victory. His losses had been high, though:
18,000 to the Allied 11,500. Further, he was
unable to exploit his victory because of his lack
of cavalry. Although Napoleon won, it was an
indecisive and costly victory, and he was to
feel the results of it later on.

The battle of Lutzen shows the ability of the
French Army to rapidly concentrate on a point
that was not on its planned route of march. It
also shows a fatal flaw in the grand tactical
scheme of Napoleon. For although corps
commanders were able to wheel and change
face, at a critical juncture, two corps south of
Ney stopped and waited for orders even
though they could hear the sound of fighting
within easy marching distance. This particular
fault was to become even more important in
the next great battle. The Allies also made
mistakes. Chief among these was their failure
to properly exploit their cavalry superiority.
While the forces became engaged, but before
Napoleon had been able to concentrate,
well-placed cavalry could have impeded if not
stopped the concentration. Instead, it was kept
in tactical reserve and later came under fire
from French artillery. It's only active use was to
screen the Allied retreat. Napoleon's concen-
tration for battle couldn't have taken place if
the Russian cavalry had charged the French.
At the battle of Lutzen, the French had 137,000
infantry, only 8,000 cavalry, and 372 guns. The
Allies had 64,000 infantry, 24,000 cavalry, and
552 guns. Two interesting sidelights to Lutzen
were the death of Scharnhorst and the
defection of Jomini to the Pr-ussians. Jomini,
Ney's chief of staff, survived to write some

highly perceptive and critical comments on the
campaign.

After their defeat at Lutzen, the Allies quickly
retreated to a spot just outside of the town of
Bautzen which they proceeded to fortify with
two lines of trenches and redoubts. Napoleon
marched leisurely towards their position and
dispatched Ney to threaten Berlin. This proved
to be an over-ambitious plan, for the Prussians
merely screened Berlin and the need for Ney

was felt in the south. A comment on the
ineffectiveness of fortified works is obvious by
the Allied movements and the subsequent
battle of Bautzen. The Allies gave up Dresden
without a fight, and the French were able to
pierce the prepared works at Bautzen. Both
these points show fortification to be less
powerful than commonly believed.

The Allied position at Bautzen looked strong,
but was not. They had been joined by 13,000

DIAGRAM 2: Concentration for the battle
of Bautzen: initial position 19 May 1813.
Game-Turn 9, French to move first.



DIAGRAM 3: Position at Armistice, 12
June 1813, Allied forces pinned against the

mountains of neutral Austria. Game-Turn
12, French to move.

9
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Russians under Barclay. (In the game, these
troops start at Posen.) Against the 96,000
Allies on the field at Bautzen, Napoleon had
104,000 infantry and 12,000 cavalry (plus Ney's
80,000). But Napoleon had greater advantages
than his numbers would indicate. He had
gained momentum, and his awn troops had
gained canfidence after Lutzen. The Allies
were bitterly divided. They blamed each ather
far their previous defeat, and suffered a split in
strategic aims. While the Prussians wanted to.
protect Berlin, the Russians were more
interested in defending Paland. The field ot
Bautzen was a largely unsatisfactary compro-
mise. Further, the titular commander in chief,

Wittgenstein, was less competent than
yaunger, mare aggressive leaders, and lacked
the trust of other generals
The battle started when Ney's hard-marching
carps disladged a cavering farce from
Konigswartha just north of Bautzen. As Ney
continued to. press forward, the cambined
might of faur carps and the Guard under
cammand af Napalean made contact and
began to. drive into. the Allied positions, At this
paint Ney stopped and waited for orders to.
continue. A previaus order of Napoleon's led
him to waste two. precious hours, When Ney
began to. mave again, the Allies were in retreat
behind their pawerful screen of cavalry. Bath

- a:

sides had lost about 20,000 men apiece.
Napalean had nabody to. blame far the
successful Allied withdrawal but himself. Once
mare decisive victary had eluded him. Had
Ney pressed an with all possible speed,
Bautzen would have became the battle of
annihilation that Clausewitz later called the
capstone af Napaleanic strategy. But it was
the Emperar's awn character that created the
debacle. Had Napoleon allowed his carps
leaders mare consistent freed am of action and
trained them in the rudiments ot his awn
strategy, Ney would nat have stopped, and the
Allies surely would have had the greater part of
their force trapped and eliminated. Perhaps

HOLIDAY IN GLOGAU

There are a couple of fortresses to the east
of the Leipzig map whose names sound like
those of a pair of weird Silesian dwarfs.
Glogau and Kustrin rarely come into play
themselves, but are a key to much of the
rest of the game. These two were true
fortresses and held out under siege until
April 1814. The fortress character of other
fortified hexes, however, is overempha-
sized in Leipzig. This overemphasis leads to
a staticness in game play which can easily
turn into a pattern of containments and
sieges rather than a fluid series of battles
and maneuvers.

Fortresses had been crucial in the century
preceeding the French revolution, but had
lost much of their power to control
campaigns by 1790. There are two reasons
for this turnabout. The first is the increased
mobility of artillery. Roads had improved
since 1700 and great changes had been
made in the mountings of the guns
themselves. A French general named
Gribeauval had strengthened and lightened
mountings of all cannon in the second half
of the eighteenth century. This change,
together with the increasing specialization
and proficiency of artillerymen increased
the effectiveness of artillery to the point
where walls that had been impregnable in
1700 now fell to a determined attack. Holes
could be torn in masonry ramparts faster
and easier, and the introduction of the first
truly mobile siege mortars made indirect
fire over those same ramparts possible.
Thus, most fortifications became less
worthwhile than they had been previously.
The method of attacking fortresses was a
well established practice by the time of
Napoleon. A system using progressive
series of trenches called parallels was
developed in the early eighteenth century
by Vauban in the siege of a Dutch fortress
city of Maasricht. Diagram A shows this
method. Besiegers literally dug their way to
the walls. Starting out of cannonrange,
they dug up to a point within 600 yards of
the walls (half cannon range), and
established firing positions; this was the
first parallel. Then a second parallel was
established closer to the walls .and cannon
emplaced which could fire at the main wall.
Lastly, a third line of trenches was
established from which the final attack
could be launched. By this time the main
defence work had been breached and the
fate of the fortress was almost certain. The
timing of the siege depended on the forces
engaged, but a determined attack by

superior forces well supported by artillery
had an almost certain chance of success.
Confidence in fortifications was at such a
low ebb that Prussian forts confronted by
Napoleon's troops in 1808 sometimes
surrendered at the mere approach of the
French.

Diagram A

The point is that the game Leipzig overrates
fortifications. A fortified camp or city had
even less chance than a masonry fortress.
Diagram B shows a fortified camp and it is
easy to see they are less complex than the
standard fortress in diagram A. In addition,
they were often mere earthworks and
couldn't withstand concentrated artillery
fire. The historical analysis shows that
sieges at major cities were not undertaken.
The reason for this is that they were largely
indefencible.

Diagram B

A rule change is necessary to alter the great
defensive power of fortification in Leipzig,
and a proposal follows. Most of the fortified
hexes in the game were field fortifications
rather than actual fortresses. Kustrin,
Glogau, and Berlin ISpandau) are the only
true masonry fortresses represented. These

three Fortresses should remain as they are
in the game. Because of the progressive
deterioration of defence during a siege, I
propose a progressive lowering of defence
strength when any other fortified hexes
are completely surrounded. Fortified hexes
now have defence factors tripled. On the
first turn of investment, this should still
hold.true - frontal attack on fortification is
always costly. But on the second turn of
investment (being surrounded), the For-
tress bonus should reduce to twice normal
defence, and on the third turn of
investment defence strength should
return to normal. The reason that the three
fortresses mentioned (Kustrin, Glogau and
Berlin) do not lose defensive power is that
troops inside a true fortress could always
install field fortifications (retrench) in a
breach and thwart the attacker.

Diagram C:

xxx
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5-4
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~
5-4 xxx
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'----\ MUla!

(1)-8
18-2

In addition, it has been suggested by
Redmond Simonsen that leader counters
as illustrated in Diagram C be allowed to
affect adjacent attacks. The reason for this
is the fact that command and control -
which the leader counters represent - is
easier in sieges than in open battle, and
therefore could affect larger bodies of
troops. This rule has the effect of making it
possible to carry a defence work by storm if
enough command emphasis is used, but a
premature storming will always be costly.

With these rules fortifications will take on
their true value - that of impeding
progress rather than prohibiting it, and
game play will become more fluid and
Napoleonic. Without a rules change for
Fortifications, Leipzig is a good game. With
the change, it is even better.



this is being too hard on Napoleon - Ney, for
one, might have very well been unable to learn
these rudiments. But the criticism comes from
Jomini and others,. and is widely accepted.

Now comes a part of the campaign which is
the most discussed. Jomini considers the
action which Napoleon now took to be his
greatest folly.

Those who defend Napoleon, foremost of
whom is the late resident historian of St.
Helena, take another view of the matter.

After their narrow escape from Bautzen, the
quarreling and disunited Allies fled toward the
south. The French, who marched at a rate of
120 paces per minute to their enemies' 70,
advanced almost unimpeded to Breslau and
took the city. Meanwhile, the retreating Allies
reconcentrated near the small town of
Schweidnitz. It appeared that Napoleon had
out-fought, out-marched, and cornered the
Allies against the mountainous border of
neutral Austria. A look at the third diagram
shows their desperate position. The Russian-
Prussian forces were nearly surrounded, cut
off from supply and disheartened. Moreover,
their new commander, Blucher, planned to
attack the French, a mistake he was actually to
make two years later at Ligny.

Any game commander would have wiped the
Allies off the map at this point. Besides the
obvious advantages of strategic victory,
Napoleon had others. After such a defeat, the
Austrians would never have gone over to the
offensive, and may have reaffirmed their
"friendly'.' neutrality in spite of their now
almost fully mobilized army. Napoleon could

have marched into the rich province of Silesia
and eased his crippling supply situation. The
bridges over the Oder at Kustrin and Glogau
were still held, and in fact, the siege of Glogau
had been lifted, so Napoleon's path east was
unobstructed. But instead of gambling on such
a victory, Napoleon declared an Armistice!!!

Jomini has some of his best moments in
describing the stupidity of this move. Even
Napoleon's admirers have a bad time
explaining why he made the armistice.
Napoleon's explanation of not having enough
cavalry or supplies sounds weak. Even the
assertion that Austria was about to enter the
war is questionable if a decisive victory could
have been achieved. Had Austria entered
before the armistice, it may still have been
better to defeat the Allies before Austria could
join them. There would never have been a
combined battle like Leipzig. Although there
are always many imponderables in a historical
"what if" situation such as this one, maybe the
answer lies with Napoleon himself. Perhaps he
was tired of the situation, or overconfident of
his ability to hold the Allies while defeating the
Austrians. This latter course is the one he
eventually took. The basic conclusion that this
commentator comes to is that in his own mind,
Napoleon somehow lost sight of the victory he
had been pursuing across Germany. And once
concentration had been lost on the battlefields
of Napoleon's mind, no amount of
concentration on the battlefields of Germany
could stave off the defeat that awaited the
French dictator at the hands of the combined
Russian, Prussian, and Austrian armies.
Napoleon's resistance continued for almost a

year, and he won some of the most brilliant
victories of his career in his retreat after
Leipzig, but he lost his Empire somewhere
between the otherwise insignificant German
towns of Bautzen and Schweidnitz.

We've Changed Our Address
How about that ... second time in twelve
months. We've moved our main offices to
larger and infinitely more wonderful
quarters right up the block from our old
address. Direct all mail to:

Simulations Publications, Inc.
44 East 23rd Street
New York, N. Y. 10010
Not so different from the old address, is
it? In fact it's fairly easy to confuse with
the old address ... the only difference is
that now it's Forty·four (44) instead of
Thirty-four (34) East 23rd Street. Don't
worry about any mail you've recently sent
to our old address - the Postal Service will;
forward it to us.
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leipzig
The Battle of the Nations: 1813
Napoleon vs. Europe
The disastrous Russian campaign of 1812
shattered Napoleon's ·dreams of world empire.
When the victorious Russian Army pursued
Napoleon into Prussia in the Spring of 1813,
French hegemony in Europe hung in the
balance. The campaign that followed (known
as the Leipzig campaign after its final battle)
was a military classic. Nepoleon had better
generals and the "central position" (i.e, he was
su rrounded by Prussians, Russians, and
Austrians). But the larger, better equipped
Allied armies were divided and Napoleon
hoped to destroy them piecemeal. Leipzig uses
a revolutionary game system to recreate the
feel of Napoleonic strategy. The key problems
of strategic approach, attrition on the march,
concentration for battle, and supplies are
accounted for by unique rules. Eight scenarios
(four Spring, three Summer and one complete
Campaign Game) allow players to simulate the
pol itical and diplomatic aspects of the cam-
paign such as Austrian Intervention or Neu-
trality, the defection of Napoleon's German
allies and the anti-French rebellion that swept
Germany. The tactical skill of commanders is
represented by counters that affect the ability
of the units they accompany to attack or
defend. Leipzig is available from Simulations
Publications for $6.00.

• Revolutionary new game system ...
• ... Captures the "feel" of Napoleonic strategy.
• Leader counters have decisive importance.


